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Q.1 In_____, signals are sent at multiple frequencies allowing multiple signals sent simultaneously, while in 

_______ the entire bandwidth of the cable is consumed by a single signal.  

 

a. asynchronous transmission, synchronous transmission 

b. synchronous transmission, asynchronous transmission 

c. baseband transmission, broadband transmission 

d. broadband transmission, baseband transmission 

 

 

 

Q.2 A database contains three tables – saving. Accnt (cid, accnt_no, owner, balance), Current_accnt(cid, 

accnt_no, owner, balance)and customer(cid, accnt_no). “a” is the alias for the saving_accnt  table and b is the 

allas for the current_accnt table. Which queries should be used to show the details of a customer who holds a 

savings account as well as a current account? 

a.  SELECT a.cid, a.accnt_no, a.owner, a.balance FROM Saving.accnt a CROSS JOIN Current_accnt b ON 

a.cid=b.cid; 

 

b. SELECT a.cid, a.accnt_no, a.owner, a.balance FROM Saving.accnt a LEFT INNER JOIN Current_accnt b 

ON a.cid=b.cid; 

 

c.  SELECT a.cid, a.accnt_no, a.owner, a.balance FROM Saving.accnt a INNER JOIN Current_accnt b ON 

a.cid=b.cid; 

 

d.   SELECT a.cid, a.accnt_no, a.owner, a.balance FROM Saving.accnt a OUTER  JOIN Current_accnt b ON 

a.cid=b.cid; 
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Q.3 Refer to the given table. Match the problem in virtual memory management in group A with a solution 

group B. 

Group A Group B 

A External fragmentation  1.Aging  

B. Starvation 2. Optimal page replacement 

C. Belady’s anomaly  3. Translation look aside buffer 

D. More memory access time 4. segmentation 

 

a. A-2,B-1,C-3,D-4 

b. A-3,B-4,C-1,D-2 

c. A-4,B-1,C-2,D-3 

d. A-1,B-2,C-4,D-3 

 

Q.4 The head of a moving head disk with 100 tracks numbered from 0 to 99 is currently serving a request at 

track 50. The queue of requests kept in the “first-come, first-served” order is 10, 60,70,40,80. What will be the 

total head movement for these requests?  

a. 150 

b. 160  

c. 170  

d. 180 
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Q.5 Which of the following condition can lead to a deadlock? 

1. Mutual exclusion  

2. Preemption 

3. Circular wait 

a. only 1 

b. 1 and 2 

c. 2 and 3 

d. 1, 2 and 3  

 

 

Q.16 which of the given statements is NOT correct about repeaters?  

a. They receive a weak signal in the network and regenerate the original bit pattern. 

b. They operate only at the physical layer. 

c. They are also called regenerators. 

d. They relay packets among multiple interconnected networks. 
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Q.17 Which schedule can be categorized as a strict schedule? 

a. T1:R(X), T2:R(X), T1:W(X), T1:Commit, T2:W(X),T2:Commit 

b. T1:R(X), T2:R(X), T1:W(X), T2:W(X), T2:Commit 

c. . T1:R(X), T2:R(X), T2:W(X), T1:W(X), T2:Commit, T1:Commit 

d. T1:R(X), T2:R(X), T2:W(X), T1:W(X), T1:Commit, T2:Commit 

 

 

 

Q.18 what do URL and URN imply in the HTTP protocol respectively?  

a. Uniform resource locator, Uniform resource Identifier, Uniform resource Name 

b. Uniform resource locator, Uniform resource Identifier, Uniform resource Network 

c. Uniform resource locator, Uniform resource Information, Uniform resource Network 

d. Uniform resource location, Uniform resource Identifier, Uniform resource Network 
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Q.19 which of the given is NOT a necessary condition for a deadlock to occur? 

a. Mutual exclusion 

b. Hold and wait 

c. circular wait 

d. none of the above 

 

 


